ABSTRACT
farmers to transport their goods to the cities. All this in the face of bad roads, recurring losses, hiked taxes and yet it retains its identity of a transport service for everybody.
No matter what, the ST reaches every village that is connected by road, however bad it may be, truly living up to its motto of `jitherasta, tithe ST' (where there's a road, there's a ST bus)!
Information and Computer technology (ICT)
Information and Computer technology (ICT) is the application of computers and telecommunications equipment to store, retrieve, transmit and manipulate data, often in the context of a business or other enterprise. The term is commonly used as a synonym for computers and computer networks, but it also encompasses other information distribution technologies such as television and telephones. Several industries are associated with information technology, such as computer hardware, Information and Computer technology (ICT), X telecom equipment, e-commerce and computer services.
Research Methodology
Objective of Study 1. To Analyze Performance of MSRTC in Ahmednagar district.
To suggest areas of improvement to MSRTC.

Scope of Research.
Scope of MSRTC Ahmednagar division performance analysis was related to only following parameters.
Schedule operated Effective kms. In lakhs; Earnings (traffic) in lakhs Rs.; Load factor (%) ;
Data Analysis
Parameter: Effective Kms. in Lakhs 
Use of Information Technology in MSRTC'sTicket Management system
Source: Infostructure/Oliver Petrie Described as the "shame security system," and comprising Radio (RFID), a multi-touch sensor system and LED lighting integrated within the flooring, the system detects a customer's presence, and automatically communicates with their RFID embedded ticket. Or it automatically red-flags those trying to evade paying their fare.
The efficiency of the system primarily lies in the sensor activated ticket validation eliminating the physical act of stamping, tapping or swiping a ticket.
Updating in real time for passengers of MSRTC
The mobile phone application designs demonstrate the convenience of access to locationbased real time information. Not only does this information travel with you, but it can also be responsive to other context specific information as your environment changes.
The digital technologies featured here are in many cases already operational in small and large scale applications. RFID technology is used for public transport ticketing in London with the Oyster card, Hong Kong's Octopus system, and in San Francisco's Clipper cards.
It's alsoused for facial recognition with biometric data integrated into passports and augmented reality information applications on many smart phones.
So these technologies are not new, but developments in how they are manufactured and their cost suggest new and innovative applications. 
The challenges to change
The implementation of urban digital media design-based concepts within the public transport arena is both critically relevant and challenging as operational area of MSRTC is very large and customer base is very diverse.
Any changes to MSRTC transport networks have to be managed carefully. Their sheer scale and public nature means the system must remain operable, well maintained and managed.
This is a key constraint to implementing new technologies.
While mobile phone applications circumvent some of the risk and cost constraints, coordination, management and quality of data content sourced from multiple stakeholders can also inhibit implementation.
In each of the scenarios mentioned above, consideration needs to be given to the varying cognitive and interactive capabilities of all users of MSRTC.
Designing a better travel experience for MSRTC passengers
Source: Infostructure/Christian Moi The integration of digital media technologies with broader design solutions for public transportenvironments provides opportunities to simultaneously address both operational and customer experience issues.The design of a Busstation -its architecture and the way it defines space, has the potential to operate "informationally." That means surfaces such as the wall, floor or ceiling have the possibility to both transmit and receive information. They can become responsive to the user, and therefore focused on the customer. 
Satellite Automated Public System (SAPS) for transit systems
Automated Passenger Information System (APIS)
The automated passenger information system provides riders the necessary tools to use the public service and plan ahead their time with the easy to use online route planner and estimated time of arrival of the public vehicles. MSRTC can use it very effectively.
Arrival Forecast system
With this system MSRTC can make the promise of mass transit a reality by informing passengers when their bus in route is due to arrival. These and other features ensure customer satisfaction by keeping passengers informed and in control of their own time.
Route Management & Analytic Reports
This system can manage fixed-route and variable route bus service, define and edit bus
routes, fuel efficiency and analyze on-time performance.
Anti-Bunching System
This system would give MSRTC, total control over bus fleet routing system with AntiBunching System, reducing passengers' frustration and operating costs. MSRTC Host Mobile could provide In-Cabin Solution bringing the ultimate control over the public system operation.
Conclusion
Information and Computer technology leads to customer service technology which will identify needs, wants, desires and demands of customers more effectively and efficiently this is going to be helpful for organizations to attain customers. Providing better product, better process and better service will help to retain the customers. In long term Customer loyalty could be built successfully by organizations. MSRTC, definitely can fight with competition and retain their customers with the help of ICTand these ideas may not be too far away from becoming a reality. Improving the spatial and visual user information and computer technologies for public transport will start very soon. Stand by for your daily commute to get a lot smarter.
